
Land Acknowledgement
We acknowledge the role that traditional western-
centric planning practices have played in harming, 
displacing, and attempting to erase Native 
communities. We commit to identifying racist 
practices, to practice allyship and strive to center 
restorative land stewardship rather 
than unsustainable and extractive use of the land.

We humbly recognize that we are on Indigenous 
land, the traditional and current territories of the 
Coast Salish people who have reserved treaty 
rights to this land, including the Duwamish, 
Suquamish, Muckleshoot, and Stillaguamish. We 
thank these caretakers of this land who have lived 
and continue to live here since time immemorial.



Today’s Agenda
October 26, 2022

Please note this meeting is being audio and video recorded by the City

9:45 Welcome
- Land Acknowledgement
- Meeting Logistics
- Introductions

9:55 Review of Work to Date
- SDCI: Recap of RET Work 

10:10 Analysis of Design Review Impacts on Housing Costs
- Overview of Community Attributes Report
- Q+A

10:40 Design Review in Other Cities
- Community Attributes: existing data research and proposed methodology

10:55 Next Steps 

11:00 Adjourn





Agreements for Discussion 

• Assume best intentions.

• Engage openly and honestly.

• Acknowledge and embrace each other's diversity.

• Make space for others to share.

• Share using “I” statements.
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Quick Recap
Responding to City Council 

Statement of Legislative Intent
This process will conduct a Racial Equity Toolkit (RET) analysis of 
the Design Review Program. SDCI and OPCD will report to the 
Council on the outcomes of that analysis. 

Councilmember Dan Strauss has emphasized the work of the 
Design Review Stakeholder group:

“I look forward to hearing from the Stakeholder group as to 
whether the program creates barriers for our residents who are 
Black, Indigenous, and People of Color (BIPOC) whether they are 
public participants, applicants or Board members.

I want to know if the program creates or reinforces racial 
exclusion.

My goal is to further improve this important program so that it is 
more accessible while also more predictable and less complex.

SDCI and OPCD will be looking at the work of the Stakeholder group, 
and will also review national best practices for design review, 
investigate whether the program increases housing costs, study the 
outcomes and review times of the program, and analyze departures 
requested through the program.”



Analysis of Design Review Impacts on 
Housing Costs
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October 26, 2022

1

DESIGN REVIEW ANALYSIS 
IMPACTS ON HOUSING COSTS

Seattle Department of Construction & Inspections
SLI Stakeholder Presentation 



AGENDA

Project Background

Overview of Analysis 

Findings 

Discussion 
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2021 Statement of Legislative Intent

1. Design Review Program outcomes 
since the program was modified in 
2017; 

2. An analysis of departures sought 
through the program; 

3. An analysis of whether the program 
increases housing costs; 

4. A review of national best practices for 
design review programs; and 

5. Recommendations for how the 
program should be modified to address 
the findings of the stakeholder group.

PROJECT 
BACKGROUND
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CAI Data Review and Analysis Includes:

1. Any data available from the City of Seattle

2. Any available third-party reports assessing 
the Design Review Program

3. Case studies summarizing design review 
processes and outcomes in other cities

4. Any available third-party reports assessing 
other similar design review processes in 
other cities

5. Interviews with development community 
stakeholders with experience taking 
projects through the design review process 
in Seattle

OVERVIEW OF 
ANALYSIS
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This presentations primarily presents findings 
from:

1. Any data available from the City of Seattle

2. Any available third-party reports assessing 
the Design Review Program

3. Case studies summarizing design review 
processes and outcomes in other cities

4. Any available third-party reports assessing 
other similar design review processes in 
other cities, including for cities included as 
case studies

5. Interviews with real estate developers with 
experience taking projects through the 
design review process in Seattle

OVERVIEW OF 
ANALYSIS
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Interview topics included:
• Qualitative assessments of the developer 

experience with the design review program.

• Evaluation of the relationship between the 
design review process and development 
costs.

• Implications for development outcomes 
focusing on the supply of housing, 
comparisons with design review in other 
nearby cities, and outcomes for 
disadvantaged communities.

• Recommendations for additional 
information to be gathered and adjustments 
to the design review program.

OVERVIEW OF 
ANALYSIS
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Limitations of this Analysis:

• Difficult to compare projects going through 
Design Review given various factors; similarly 
difficult to compare design review programs in 
different cities as processes vary significantly.

• Much of the analysis of and commentary on 
Design Review focus on projects that are unique. 

• Design Review is just one part of a larger review 
and permitting process. 

• This project did not include interviews with the 
community or city and did not include 
quantitative analysis or modeling.

• Eight interviews are helpful but cannot provide a 
perfectly representative set of cost data.
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OVERVIEW OF 
ANALYSIS



FINDINGS

Overall Observations 

Possible Impact of Design Review on Costs 

Benefits of Design Review 

Possible Impact of Design Review on Housing 

Comparison to Other Jurisdictions 

Potential Reforms 
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FINDINGS: OVERALL OBSERVATIONS
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• Interviewees recognize that the intent of Design Review is good, 
and its purpose is generally understood and appreciated. 

• Administrative review (ADR) is perceived as providing a thorough 
review of projects while interviewees generally believe that full 
review (FDR) does not result in better design outcomes (than ADR). 

• Interviewees believe the program is too complex, inconsistent, and 
aspects of the review process lack transparency. 

• Interviewees generally indicated that there is a need for building a 
better understanding among the public about the elements of 
design review that can or cannot be influenced, as well as the levers 
outside of design review to impact development outcomes.



FINDINGS: IMPACT ON COSTS
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• There are multiple challenges in evaluating the direct costs of 
Design Review. 

• Packets for review are perceived to be increasingly complex, 
with costs often passed on from architect to developer. 

• Identified costs (following slide) are incurred due to 
inconsistent application of guidelines and their variable impact 
on a project’s timeline or complexity. 

• Larger projects may have a larger project reserve to cover costs 
associated with Design Review than small- or moderate-sized 
projects. 



FINDINGS: IMPACT ON COSTS
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Interest on Debt
• Monthly carrying costs are 

particularly burdensome if 
there are multiple rounds 
of review.

Project Timeline
• Design Review is 

sometimes associated 
with long timelines and 
bureaucratic hurdles 
across multiple 
departments. 

Numbers Cited by Interviewees

• 10%-25% additional fee on a 100+ unit 
project if there is significant design 
change. 

• Initial architectural renderings can cost 
$75,000 and monthly carrying costs can 
be 6%-7% with $50,000 for each round 
(>75 unit project). 

• Every month a project is delayed due to 
any part of the MUP process can add 
$15-20,000 to a moderate (<15 unit
project).



FINDINGS: BENEFITS
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• Interviewees indicated Design Review can be effective in 
maintaining a minimum level of good design, but it requires 
tight adherence to the guidelines. 

• Interviewees indicated that Design Review is unlikely to yield 
cost savings (e.g., through lower operations and maintenance
costs). One interviewee indicated that there could be some 
savings if you compare having an administrative approach to 
design review to a larger public process, such as FDR, that may 
be present without it in place. 



FINDINGS: IMPACT ON HOUSING
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Supply and Type
• There was general agreement that 

costs are felt hardest among 
developers of moderate-sized 
projects, while larger developments 
can better absorb costs. 

• Interviewees indicate that amenities 
and design features required 
through Design Review can 
influence the size of units and 
discourage units that can 
accommodate larger groups or 
families. 

Affordability 
• Interviewees generally 

believe it’s essential to 
maintain and enhance 
exemptions for affordable 
housing. 

• Interviews indicate projects 
with affordable housing 
need more departures to 
gain more units. 



FINDINGS: COMPARISONS TO OTHER CITIES
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• There was consensus that Design Review in 
Seattle is on a longer timeline and does not 
yield additional benefits compared to other 
nearby jurisdictions. 

• Design Review appears to favor experienced 
developers who can navigate the process, 
making it difficult for outside developers to 
enter Seattle. 

• There is a perception that other cities rely on a 
more prescriptive code (rather than a DR 
process) that makes review more predictable 
and consistent. 

“There is a night and 
day difference in terms 

of having a smooth 
process between 

Seattle and nearby 
cities like Shoreline, 

and the level of good 
design outcomes is 

essentially the same.”

“



FINDINGS: REFORM RECOMMENDATIONS
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Staffing
• Interviewees agreed that addressing staffing capacity and 

consistency in skillset would be the biggest factor in improving 
Design Review. 

• Design Review Board training and a better basic 
understanding of development can also improve the review 
process.

• Some expressed a belief that non-professionals are hired to 
have expertise in areas in which they are not well trained. 



FINDINGS: REFORM RECOMMENDATIONS
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Guidelines
• General consensus that there are too many design guidelines. 

Interviewees would prefer fewer guidelines that are more 
consistently applied citywide.

• There was disagreement in how to honor adjustments by 
district or considering culturally specific neighborhoods. 

• Some interviewees would like a simplified process that 
eliminates EDG or otherwise reduces the number of steps in 
the process.

• Interviewees would like to see more encouragement of 
departures and rewarding design innovations and creativity. 



FINDINGS: REFORM RECOMMENDATIONS
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Engagement 
• There is a desire to improve how engagement activities interact with 

Design Review to address community concerns earlier and ensure that 
the weight of a single voice is evaluated within the context of broader 
community input.  

• Engagement activities should not be tied to a specific project. One 
interviewee suggested that the Department of Neighborhoods could 
work to increase awareness amongst the public about what can and 
cannot be influenced at different stages of the development process. 

• One interviewee recommended a pre-EDG meeting between 
applicant, staff, and Dept. of Neighborhoods to address public 
concern at the outset of a project rather than through DR.



Thank you!

What questions do you have?
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Design Review in 
Comparable Cities

Draft for feedback





WHAT DOES DESIGN 
REVIEW LOOK LIKE?

HOW IS EQUITY 
INTEGRATED?







WHAT DOES DESIGN 
REVIEW LOOK LIKE?

HOW IS EQUITY 
INTEGRATED?







WHAT DOES DESIGN 
REVIEW LOOK LIKE?

HOW IS EQUITY 
INTEGRATED?







THANK YOU

Next Steps
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